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Expansion of Student Union approved
By Barbara 1.angley
Daily staff write,
To keep up to speed with the
growing student population, the
Spartan Bookstore will get a new
front end.
’ Spartan Shops officals are pushing for construction of the $185,000 to 5190,000 remodeling prophase one of a
ject this summer
three-part expansion project for the
bookstore.

"We do know that we need
"The intent of trying to open it
more square feet desperately." up is to bring a little more relaxed
said Dwight Sur. manager of the atmosphere to the store," said Ron
bookstore.
Duval, director of Spartan Shops,
When interviewed for the job in Inc.. which runs the bookstore and
January. Sur couldn’t believe the food services on campus.
number of people falling over each
The additional 250 square feet
other while trying to get into the will create a larger lobby and book
store, he said. After he was hired drop area. The remainder of the
March I. cleaning up the conges- area, which includes the candy
tion at the front of the building be- store, will be converted to a convecame one of Sur’s priorities.
nience store. Sur said.

Two roll -up doors, similar to
those in shopping malls, will he
added. Sur said. One door will be
placed at the entrance of the
bookstore that is inside the student
union.
The other door will separate the
convenience store from the book
store, allowing the convenience
store to stay open longer , he said.
The majority of the remodeling
cost will be the demolition of exi-

siting walls. Duval said when presenting the idea to the Student
Union Board of Directors on April
17. SUBOD had to approve the expansion because it will affect the
exterior of the building. The propeel received a unanimous vote.
"We’re skeptical that we can
get it all done this summer."
Duval said. Duval still has to send
out for bids on the project, wait tor
See EXPANSION. bark

Remnants of Spartan City torn down
By Christine De (;raw
Daily stall writer
Three buildings, gutted from roof to
foundation, lie surrounded by mountainous piles of cement and wood, remnants of
their seven counterparts.
Somewhere among the wreckage, the
only symbol representing the hope of past
inhabitants, a sign saying "REBUILD
SPARTAN CITY." is as buried as the
idea itself. At least for now.
According to Hank Hendrickson, director of operations/designs and construction at SJSU, although demolition of Spartan City began April 12, two of the
buildings were left standing because the
lab, Forensic Analytical Specialties Inc.,
found asbestos in the walls.
The asbestos, thread-like fibers made
from minerals that are used for electrical
insulation and roofing that can cause cancer when airborn fibers are inhaled, was in
the mud used to cover the areas that the
gypboard came together inside the rooms.
The third building remains because
they didn’t want to risk knocking down
one of the others in the demolition process.
"They found upwards of 5 or 6 percent asbestos in the mud and in the tape
and that is far too much to just allow the
company (the contractor. the Ferma.C.orporation) to demolish the buildings and put
all that debris in the dump," he said.
The demolition was delayed for approximately two weeks, as Ferma attempted to get an exception to the rule, so
they could tear down the buildings with
the asbestos intact. "He felt he could do it
without causing a hazard," Hendrickson
said.
According to Kaly Trezos, construction engineer for the CSU Chancellor’s office, the Bay Area Air Quality Management District told them it would not be a
health hazzard to demolish the buildings,
but it was decided to remove it separately
in order to be safe.
"The university is liable for any
lrazzardous waste it generates, and we
knew that although the air quality control
people had given us the OK to tear them
down anyway," she said. "The school decided it should send it to a dump that could
handle it."
Trezos said that doing it this way

Ron

Duval,

Spartan Shops director

Students
find home
for union
off campus

By Harry Mak
Daily stall writer
A new home for the Washington
Square Federal ( redit Union has been
found in the Collins Wow on Seventh
Street mans iii attpU’.
The student -run credit union moved
its entire operations from its old site at the
University Club to its new location at 48
S. Seventh St. between San Fernando and
Santa Clara streets during spring break.
The credit union had planned to move
part of its operations to the Business
"lower, hut that was blocked by the SJSU
administration because it would be "inappropriate use of academic space." according to Larry Rose, union faculty adviser.
Because the credit union isn’t a part
ol the university, assigning state owned
i.o.e to the union would not be allowed
under state regulath its, according to Dan
Buerger. esecuti., assistant to SJSU President Gail Fullerton.
"We crud& t assign space to the
creclirimicin any morc than we could assign space to Baskin Robbins," Buerger
.aid Ihes would Fiac la be part of the
titus ersit)
Ken Kwok Daily staff photographer
Buerger said academic space on campus is in short supply and giving part of an
Pete Figueiredo, an operating engineer. uses a track loader to demolish Spartan City during spring break
office to the credit union would not be appropriate.
would not increase the cost to the CSU. said. "It’s just a matter now of taking the agreed. noting that it would be available
However. Buerger said that if the
According to her, the contract request was bulldozer in, taking the buildings apart. for sporting events and if it is needed for credit union were renting or leasing, it
worded "that we wanted to get rid of the loading them on a truck and hauling it park and ride.
would have been allowed. The business
buildings that have asbestos. How much away."
A proposal approved by the Chancel- department was going to let the credit
would it cost’?"
If the $324,750 project should go past lor’s Office Board of Directors Nov. I. union use the space for free.
"It is all part of the lump sum cost." the deadline, Hendrickson said that Ferma 1989, called for a new childcare center,
Credit Union President Tom Headline
she said.
would face a daily penalty of about 5500. with the capacity for up to 152 children, a said ’that finding space in the Collins
the field House w as a "fluke" event. A flier. adHendrickson doesn’t expect Ferma to which would be deducted from the final new athletic complex to replace
complex, parking and student apartments vertising .1% ailable space in the building.
miss its May 6 deadline, predicting that at payment by the Chancellor’s Office.
was seen by a union treasurer John Beck"We usually deduct $200 to $750 a in the South campus :,rea.
least two of the buildings would be demoOnce home to many low-income stu- with during the recent earthquake prelished by April 20. Pat Broderick, the day depending on the size of the project
dents. the 10 buildings of Spartan City paredness drill on campus.
Fermi’ represenative handling the project, and its urgency." he said.
"I was walking around and found the
Once demolition is completed. the were hoarded up in 1988, after being concould not be reached for comment.
plans are to grade the land and use it as a sidered uninhabitable by the fire marshal’. sign during the drill," Beckwith said.
"The asbestos has been abated, so I parking area until the school decides to He found the buildings to he in violation of "Everybody liked the place and we made
don’t see a problem now." Hendrickson build on the site. Trezos said. Hendrickson safety, fire and architectural codes.
sec CREDIT. hack page

Group charges Earth Day
is a vehicle for hidden agenda
By Tamara Thompson
Daily staff writer
While the rest of the campus
was celebrating Earth Week last
week, one group was charging that
the nationwide observation was a
vehicle for a hidden political
agenda.
: Executive Intelligence Review.
a group which supports jailed
right-wing politician Lyndon La
Rouche, passed out fliers on campus and held a forum Wednesday
night to tell students that Earth
Week was a sham.
The group charges that Earth
Week was used to gain support for

’The intent of
trying to open it
up is to bring a
little more
relaxed
atmosphere to
the store.’

the Clean Air Act, which is now
before Congress.
That act, the group said, would
freeze the American economy,
turn the United States into a police
state and doom Third World nations to hunger and failure.
The fliers, which bore the headline "The Clean Air Act: Gorbachev’s agenda," failed to draw
more than 1(1 people to the meeting.
Bob Ingraham of the Elk told
the students that the environmental
movement was "created as a part
of policy of white supremacy,"
meant to starve Third World coun-

Pursuing a safer Planet Earth

tries. "And it is deliberate, lie
said.
The ban on chloroflourocarbons
(CFCs) put forth by the Clean Air
Act would mean 75 to 80 percent
of all food transported abroad
would spoil. he said.
"This is not a grass-roots
movement. This is being used to
shut down Western industry and
promote a policy of Third World
genocide." Ingraham said.
lie called CFCs "one of the
most positive chemicals ever developed by the human race."
CFCs, particularly the chlorine
See A(:ENDA, hack page

Statewide voter registration begins
SJSU organization
stresses propositions
By Stacy C. Olsen
Daily staff writer
SJSU is participating in a
statewide voter registration campaign taking place this week on
California State University and
University of California campuses.
Voter registration booths have
been set up at various locations
across campus including the Dining Commons and in front of the
Student Union.

As well as registering students
to vote, absentee voter ballot forms
will be available so students from
out of the area will he able to vote
in advance of the June 5 election.
In conjunction with the registration drive, fliers in support of
Proposition 108 and Proposition
III will be handed out.
Supporters of Proposition 111
claim that unless it passes and the
state’s spending limit is raised to
keep pace with the rate of inflation. California will be unable to
maintain the funding necessary to
keep the status quo.

This could mean higher student
tees and a cap on the enrollment at
SJSU in the future.
The focus of the campaign.
according to the California State
Student Association, who is sponsoring the drive, is to educate students on the propositions and encourage them to vote in the
election.
"This is perhaps the most important election for students in the
past 20 years." said Rick Miller,
chair of the CSSA legislative affairs committee.

Ken Kwok
As part of the 20th anniversary or Earth Day environmentalists dressed as animal beings and carrying a coffin symbolizing natural species destroyed by developers. They walked down First

Daily stall photographei

Street to City flail, o here they went up to the
sixth floor and into Mayor Torn
Enery ’s office.
Generally , NIcFnery sided with the environmentalists, urging them to pursue their case further.
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Show honesty toward others
FAUN .

Campus Voice

anon to tealite there is
It lit/C.4111 lake an eduk
homeless problem. hut it does take an education to Kahle to differentiate between the homeless and bums
Today’s bums have given the homeless a bad name.
The average working student has a hard time
having sympathy for the hums (disguised as homeless. ) They sit in front of McDonald’s begging for
money by saying they are hungry. The minute you
give them a dollar and walk away. they are pulling
Big Macs out of their backpacks. It is no wonder. so
many people are negative toward the homeless. Thy
real homeless are the mentally ill and the poor people
who are unable to support their families off of what
they earn.
Only today do we have the homeless and hunts
Besides the mentally ill, the homeless people and their
families walk long distances to find and collect aluminum cans and other forms of work. Do you think it
will be the real homeless or the bums who will he
using our facilities at night?
If students really want to get involved and help
the real homeless, there are many organizations and
churches who are always looking for volunteers. Yes.
I agree that it is time for us to be kind and loving. but I
also feel that true kindness and loving comes with effort.
Nancy Abruzzi)
Junior
Business

Communication
could be better
It is certainly elan() ing U kart) that the
SJSU community has thought -control police.
[heir goal is to prohibit words that have no "social responsibility." Volunteering for this task
force is the Educational Equity Advisory Board.
The board apparently wants "thoughtless"
speech eliminated in the Spartan Daily and
throughout the campus. It wants to ban speech
that is "hurtful" and creates a "hostile environment for our underrepresented students... So
is hat if there is a First Amendment to the U.S.
Constitution. says the board. freedom of speech
and press is less important than "human feelings" that may be attended by certain arguments.
The hoard seems to have a most narrow vision of the university and freedom of speech. It
addresses only the "problem of racism, sexism
and homophobia. . ." It is concerned only with
the sensitivities of "underrepresented students."
I thought the university had a responsibility
to examine many alleged problems as well as
conflicting alternatives for coping with these issues. And I naively assumed that freedom of
speech meant that all students sometimes encounter views they find offensive.
We should support more, not less, speech
at SJSU. Free speech is the fundamental value
on which the university is based. We are here to
pursue, not find, the truth. That is the major distinction between myself and the Educational
Equity Advisory Board which claims to know
the truth.
Pursuit of the truth means that you are introduced to ideas that might have "negative implications" for some human beings. You learn
that there are numerous ways to organize societies.
There are different theories of justice and
its meaning. You discover that discrimination
exists in all human relationships. Education can
help you grapple with these problems as you
proceed through life. Good education, however,
does not give you the answers and insist that you
adopt them.
In contrast, totalitarian systems have found
truth. They require conformity.
Their peoples are denied opportunities to
explore other truths. That is the purpose of reeducation camps whose inhabitants are forced to
become responsible citizens.
In no way are persons to be given the freedom to choose, the freedom to he thoughtless, to
say words defined as "offensive" by the gov-ETtiiire-ff That scentio he the approach favored
by the Educational Equity Advisory Board.
The board urges the Spartan Daily not to
describe grown women as "girls." But should
the Spartan Daily offend readers who oppose
"gay" being used to identify a homosexual?
Confining its pages to inoffensive words might
restrict severly the paper’s coverage of campus
events.
Equally dangerous, in my judgement, is the
hr ’aril’s attempt to stifle ideas. Affirmative aciir m. for example, is a public policy about which
intelligent, knowledgeable and moral human beings can disagree. The famous, or infamous,
Jan. 31 cartoon reflected one point of view
which undoubtedly had a "painful impact" on
some members of the academic community. But
so does an argument that seeks a college admissions policy that benefits preferred ethnic
groups.
What we need at SJSU is more dialogue
about important questions such as affirmative
action and freedom of speech. We should oppose efforts, particularly by an official SJSU
government committee, to censor these discussions.
Instead, let’s encourage robust, vigorous.
civil debate about these controversies. That is
the way to promote "social resonsibility" in the
university and in a democracy.
Roy E. Young is ,political science prolesstir and wrote this piece for Campus Voice.
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Solutions, not just complaints

Shea provides fresh approach to team
After a slow beginning, it looks
like Athletic Director Randy Hot
fman has found another winner.
Naming Terry Shea as the new
head football coach was a sound
decision.
Hoffman took a lot of heat after
the university dropped several
sports programs. Track, field
hockey and wrestling were sacrificed to strengthen other sports.
One year ago. Hoffman hired
Stan Morrison to coach the men’s
basketball team. Morrison inherited a chaotic mess -- the aftermath of a player-walitout. With
a strong Shork ethic and a genuine
conunitment to the players. Morrison has turned the team around.
Besides improving the team record, Morrison improved the overall attitude and desire of the team.
When talking to the players. one
gets the feeling that they really
enjoy playing now.
The same thing can happen with
the football team. Granted, there
wasn’t the same turmoil that had
surrounded the basketball team.
reBut, after compiling a 13 -0
cord over the last two seasons, a
fresh approach is needed.
Shea, 43, was quick to set his
goals. and they go beyond winning
and losing. His main concern was
for the players to come together
and have fun. That, he said, will
be his toughest task.
"The biggest challenge is building self-esteem within the football

REPORTERS’ FORUM

BY RANDY ROBERTSON

His main concern
was for the players
to come together
and have fun. That,
he said, will be his
toughest task.
program," Shea said. "I am going
to build a strong sense of loyalty."
Shea worked as offensive coordinator for former head coach
Claude Gilbert from 1984-86, during which time he coached quarterback Mike Perez. Shea moved
to the University of California at
Berkelcy. for the next three seasons. where he coached quarterback Troy Taylor.
Both were prominent Division I
quarterbacks and both were drafted

by NFL teams. Both players also
had high praise for Shea. Perez
called Shea a "players coach" and
Taylor said Shea is "a real motivator."
After talking about self-esteem,
loyalty and unity, Shea said his onthe-field goal is to win the California Bowl. With Sheldon Canley returning at running back, the Spartan offense should be explosive.
However, it could take some time
to implement a new system.
Shea has said that he doesn’t anticipate any major changes, but
anytime
new coach conies, in
there has to be a period of adjustment . In Claude Gilbert’s first two
seas’ ’ifs. SJSU went 8-13-1. Once
his system was installed, though,
the Spartans posted consecutive
10-2 seasons.
The last two seasons soured Gilbert’s record, and now Shea gets a
chance. A group of Claude Gilbert
supporters remains, and Shea
knows that he must win their approval. He said he "will certainly
make it a priority" to gain their
trust. Again, though, it may take
some time.
Stan Morrison didn’t win the
Big West title this season, but progress was clearly visible. I believe
Shea will also be a success if given
support and a little time. Hoffman
and the hiring committee appear to
have made an excellent choice.
Randy Robertson is a Daily staff
writer.

Other Views
Lawrence (Kan.) Journal -World
on President Bush, broccoli and Earth Day
an interesting continental y on American
priorities, that a recent survey showed President
Bush’s distaste for broccoli dress six times more public attention than Earth Day.
In the survey, conducted by The Times Mirror
Center for the People and The Press. 76 percent of the
respondents correctly identified the vegetable President Bush had refused to eat. By contrast, only 13
percent knew that April 22 is being observed as Earth
Day to honor the environment.
The broccoli story was humorous enough the
president putting his foot down like an unhappy
schoolboy and Barbara Bush promising to eat his
share of the broccoli for him. But in significance. the
Bush and the broccoli stalk story pales in comparison
to an event such as Earth Day, which focuses on one
of the world’s greatest challenges: preserving the environment.
Perhaps the poll doesn’t say anything about
American priorities. Perhaps the broccoli story just
tickled people’s funnybones. But it’s too bad that the
nation’s media and the people it serves can’t pay as
much attention to the cutting of millions of trees in the
world’s rain forest as it does to the cutting of a stalk of
broccoli for the president.
The Daily Tribune, Wisconsin Rapids, Wis.
on returning the census forms
The (census) forms were mailed in March and
were supposed to be sent hack by April I. which was
proclaimed Census Day.
Well, two weeks later, the Census Bureau is saying that many people haven’t sent in their completed
forms.
Nationwide, the response rate is a dismal 57 percent. Census officials are mobilizing their troops to go
door to door to those households that haven’t responded.
Let them come, you say?
Well, consider this. The Census Bureau had

hoped to get back 70 percent of the forms without
begging in person. To send out census workers door
to door will cost an extra $10 million for each percentage point below that 70 percent budgeted goal.
That’s a lot of money, and who is going to pay
for it? Taxpayers.
We’re already going to pay a budgeted $2.5 billion for this head count, which occurs every 10 years.
There’s no reason to add to the bill by being too
lazy to fill out the form and send it in.
This census is very important. It will determine
how much money is distributed to states and local
governments. And, it will determine how many representatives we have in Congress.
It’s nothing to ignore. If you want as much
money as your municipality is entitled to, send in your
form. You’ll be saving Uncle Sam the trouble and expense of having to come looking for you.

Latitor.
I must confess to be greatly relieved to be graduating this semester, for it’s pretty obvious that SJS1’
is quickly going down the tubes in the eye of the public. With all the recent activity getting negative press
in the community, I cannot see SJSU getting much
positive coverage in the weeks to come.
But rather than just complaining. I have some
potential solutions to some of our various problems
here on the Tower Campus. Perhaps, if some of these
were implemented. SJSU’s public image might rise a
bit.
First. I would take UPD officer Robert Noriega
off regular duty and place him on bicycle ban (Jut)
until such time as he learns enough compassion (and
enough of the Constitution) to again effectively function as a patrol officer. Maybe the journalism department can come up with an award for hint I like the
infamous "Have You Jailed a Journalist Today"
award, myself.
Since we’re on awards, here, maybe one should
go to Pi Kappa Alpha’s Todd Cronin for making sure
that the immense power vacuum on the Greek council
was appropriately filled. The campus can rest assured
that the Greek ways will be continued, since Cronin
told us that "the sovereignty has been maintained."
Even though most of us do not regard the IFC presidency as, by definition, "supreme and independent
political authority," I hereby grant Todd Cronin the
belove4s."Long Live the King" award, aticr hope that
later Oreek council presidents will not take their HI,
so seriously as to make themselves and the Greek sy s
tern look silly by making such a statement.
Athletic Director Randy Hoffman has made a
few good decisions in his tenure here at SJSU: In
short, he lets baseball coach Sam Piraro do his job
with minimal interference, and he hired Stan Morrison to rebuild the basketball team.
All the latter proves is that even a fool can make
a good decision if given the right choices, for most at
Hoffman’s actions while here at SJSU have bordered
on lunacy. He fires Claude Gilbert for alleged NCAA
violations and a pyxtr graduation rate, and yet two
years ago. Hoffman came here from a violation wracked program at Maryland and cut some of the
most academically successful athletic programs at !hi,
school!
My solution for dealing with Hoffman would be
to assign him to blocking-dummy duty for the football
team. This way, Hoffman’s ability would really shine
and the football team would never again have a motivational problem at practice.
As for SJSU President Gail Fullerton, the solution is easy. She has been a staunch supporter of ex Chancellor W. Ann Reynolds from the get-go
or at
least until Reynolds resigned. All that aside, I know
of no other person at this school (the marching band
doesn’t count
that’s a group) who is so universally
ridiculed and disliked. The solution for Fullerton is
easy. Auntie Gail must go!
Jim Desmond
Senior
RTN

Heart article misses points

Editor,
In response to an article printed in the April 18.
1990 edition titled "Risk of Heart Disease is Declining for Many," the article presents data on the
high risk of heart disease low socioeconomic individuals have. It is true that thee people do, on the average, have a higher risk of heart disease. However, the
underlying reason for this does not seem appropriately
presented in the article.
The article states, in short, that low socioeconomic individuals have increased health risks due to
The News-Leader, Springfield, Mo.
the fact that they lack education in health mainteon dancing in Purdy, Mo.
lives
in Purdy. where dancing is a sin nance. Unfortunately, there are more significant facI radition
tors at work here. Part of the problem with the into a majority.
Now the tiny community of 928 residents and its crease in heart disease lies with the high stress
school board are free to continue a century-long tradi- situations these people find themselves in and the lack
of financial stability.
tion of banning social dances, despite the hopes of a
Behavior modification of risk factors is not the
minority that school dances be permitted.
The decision does nothing to explain the Su- first step in lowering their risk of heart disease, alpreme Court’s rationale. By simply refusing to hear though many health professionals believe this is the
case
the case, the court let stand a 5-4 ruling by the U.S. step as seemingly portrayed in the article. The first
must be to get these people out of the situations
Court of Appeals in St. Louis late last year.
they are in (high stress, insufficient funds) to begin efThe lower court opinion rejected the argument
that a ban on dancing amounted to an endorsement of fective modification of their lifestyles.
It is true that they may not have all the informathe fundamentalist views of the majority in Purdy. ...
tion needed to adequately maintain their health. NevUsing the rationale of the appeals court and by its
refusal to grant a full hearing, the courts have deliv- ertheless, you need water to swim. When someone is
in a low socioeconomic situation, they will not worry
ered a powerful message that leaves the majority to
about what to cat. They will worry about when they
impose its beliefs however sincere they may be
will cat.
on the minority. The minority of Purdy students and
their parents asked for nothing of the school board that
I Ando Haney.
would infringe on the rights of any students. But the
Senior
board, and now the courts, did exactly that.
Nursing
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YesterDaily

For the Record
ran in C a \
the s ice chancellor ’was
Wilda)
misidentified. He should have
been identified as Herbert Carter.
Ii all a

itItift.i itudefiti are not
tie rcsignation, V,Iiiijt is effeccampus every day, YesterDuily tive Oct. 1, followed a hostile ad
provides readers with a recap of hoc committee meeting Thursday.
the prevoms day’ s fop stories.
She was replaced temporarily by
.CSU Chancellor W Ann Key- current Vice Chancellor Herbert
ntilds, who has been under fire for Caner.
Li
4pproving hefty pay raises and new
cars for California State University
A former offensive coordinator
executives, resigned fnirn her post at USU. Terry Shea, was named
Friday.
head football coach Friday.
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TODAY
MUSLIM STUDENTS ASSOCIATION:
Weekly meeting, 10 a m to 3pm SU Pacheco Room Call 297-0266
MATERIAL ENGINEERING: School of En.
gineenng drinking mugs for sale (through
April 27), 9 am to 3 pm . Engineering
,Byilding (front lobby) Call (415) 592-9698
RE-ENTRY PROGRAM: Support group,
noon to 1 30 p m Admin 201: Math Anxiety
workshop. 9 a in to 11 am, Admin 269
Call 924-5930.
HOT TALK: Live audience with Stan Morrison and Amez the Prez!, 7 pm to 830
. Studio Theater in HGH Call 924-5757
.cAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST: Prime
Time with Dave Moore, 705 p.m., S U
Council Chambers Call 294-4249
MU ALPHA GAMMA: Ticket selling for
magazine day. all day. WLN. Call 253-0589.
HISTORY DEPARTMENT: Spanish film festival, film #2. -Gsldos Nazarin,- (English
subtitles), 6:30 p.m , IRC 306. call 924-5528
ADVIZZ APLLE COMPUTER INC. AND
SPARTAN BOOKSTORE: Macfest ’90. 10
a.m. to 4 p.m.. Art Quad by S U Call (415)
791-7193.
CAMPUS MINISTRY: Prayer and sharing,
noon. Campus Christian Center, 10th and
San Carlos Call 298-0204
WEDNESDAY
DEPARTMENT OF METEOROLOGY:
Seminar
Stratus Surge Prediction 4 p in
to 5 p m Duncan Hall 615 Call 924-5200
CHICANO LIBRARY BROWN BAG SEMINAR: Dr Carlos Munoz, UC Berkeley
speaks on "Youth, Identity Power: The Chicano Student Movement.- 12.30 p.m.. Chicano Libtary WshlquiSt North (third floor)..
6oititi7: tall 924-2707 or 924-2815’.
MECHA: General Body Meeting, 6 p m to 8
p in WLN 307 (Chicano Library Resource
Center) Call 275-8033
MUSLIM STUDENT ASSOCIATION: EIDUL-FITR (Festival of Fasting) Prayers Information. Santa Clara County Fairgrounds
and Granada School. Call 947-9389 or 2469822

RE-ENTRY PROGRAM: Support Group
3 30 p m to 5 p m Admin 201 brown bag
lunches noon tot 30 pm SU Pacheco
Room Call 924 5930
MU ALPHA GAMMMA: Ticket selling for
magazine day all day WIN Call 253-0589
HISTORY DEPARTMENT: Spanish film festival film #3 Galdos Fortunate y Jacinta
(English subtitles) 6 30 pm IRC 306 Call
924-5528
ADV IZZ APPLE COMPUTER INC AND
SPARTAN BOOKSTORE: Madest 10 am
to 4 pm Art Quad by S U Call 1415) 7917193
STUDENT AFFLIATION FOR ENVIRONMENTAL RESPECT. Meeting 5 p m . Environmental Resource Center. DMH 235A
Call 924-5467
CAMPUS MINISTRY: Bible study noon
S U Montalvo call 298-0204
THURSDAY
GOLDEN KEY NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY: Dr Joan and Dr Hal Todd will present a historical drama and Irish poetry by
Frank O’Connor, 11:30 a.m. to 1 p.m., A.S.
Council Chambers (Room 359 in Student
Union) Call 295-0415
GAY/LESBIAN AND BISEXUAL ALLIANCE: 430 pm to 630 pm.SU Guadalupe Room Call 236-2002
MUSLIM STUDENT ASSOCIATION: Juma
(Friday) Prayers, 12 50 p.m., Islamic Center
(325 N 3rd St.) Call 947-9389
SCTA: Speaker Dons Jackson on classroom management and discipline, 3 p m to
4 pm. Sweeney Hall (Room 331) Call 2989603
RE-ENTRY PROGRAM: Brown Bag
Lunches. noon to 1 30 p.m.. Adrrun 223
Call 924-5930

BIO STUDENTS ASSOCIATION: Recuil
1 30 p m DH 249
MU ALPHA GAMMA: Magazine day 830
am to 2 15 pm. SU Call 253-0589 or
395.9052
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION: Careers in Corporate Finance. 5
Pm SU Costanoan Room BC 208 for
more into
HISTORY DEPARTMENT: Spanish film fes,
twat film #4 Valentina (English subtitles), 6 30 p m IRC 306 Call 8424 5528
RECREATION STUDENTS ASSOCIATION: RAD DAY. Recreation Avareness
Day. 9 a m to 2 p m . SPX 211 Call 447
5278
CAMPUS MINISTRY: Matthews Gospel A
dramatic reading from memory by actor Mi,
chael Reardon 7 p m Campus Ministry
Chapel 10th and San Carlos Call 298
004
CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT
CENTER: Career exploration by computer
11 a.m., BC 13. Call 924-6030

ingDrtve.

FRIDAY
HISTORY DEPARTMENT: Spanish film festival, film #5. "Women on the Verge of a
Nervous Breakdown. (English subtitles).
6.30 p.m IRC 306 Call 924-5528
PREMED CLUB: Remember. UCSF trip,
930 am. we’ll meet behind DH 7th and
San Salvador, car pool
SATURDAY
MUSLIM STUDENTS ASSOCIATION: EID
Prayer and Party Ilam to 4 p m
SUNDAY
JEWISH STUDENT UNION: Meeting 7 Shirt Making, 7 30 p m , Randy s Apartment.
Call 292-7599.

Come Join the Movies
Positions Available:

Immediate Openings:

Maintenance
. Cashier
. Concession
Some Supervisory
Positions

Days and Evenings
Free Movies
RexIbte Shifts
Frequent Wage Reviews
WI Train

CENTURY 22
984-7539

T

A

AI/ P. .
/’Par
p.

July 2 -August 10, 1990

MANAGEMENT INTERN
Salary: $31,400/year

Spend six weeks in besifilful
Guacialalara learning prectIcal,
everdey Spanish in the University
of Arizona’s intensive program of
accredited undergraduate and
graduate cowed,.

he Cary ol San Jose is ofteiong a unique and exciting opportunity for an enrpetrc
dynamic person to gain funds on experience and insight into 100 level city
management As an intern you will directly assist the City Manager and City Depart
ment Heads in orgenoling developing researching and evaluating City services and
rio,,em,,,,,
progranm!,You
wool De expecOed to provide
and innovative ideas to the City s

and

Areas ot study Include Basic 8
intensive Spanish Language
Literature Mexican An musk
S. Dance Bilingual Education
History and Anthropoiogy

Trie warn ionsosis of a one. weel. onenfatrOn WOO and work rotations in 3 to 4
lepartmeorts One ot the rotations may be with the Office of the City Manager
lo quairoy lot this position you Must be on you’ last semester of a Master s Degree
P ogram in Public Administration or a clOSely related frold You must have cumOieted
you, degree requirement by July 1 1990 To apply please send your resume to

Trips to surroundliv areas
arid Mexico Clty

Mr Sob Men, Ely or San Jom. Perarteml Dopartmote 1SJSU),
M. Rot SOW.
Room 215, Son Jose, CA 95110 Resumes should include Me following information
’Honors A eiaracurriculai activities ’Paid and volunteer work experiences ’Names
and telephone numbers 01 three references tone oh which most be a faculty member
or employment supervisor) ’Official graduate and undergraduate transcripts ’A 3-5
Doge typewritten paper on why you are seeking this position (including your Caret,
goals) ’A copy of a term paper or wore report written by you 591111 11MM dale
Filday, May II, 1990. the City of San Jose rs proud to be an Equal
Opportunity Employer

Tuition $540
Room A Board in Mexican
home $560

For information, contact:
Guadalajara Summer School
Douglass Building, 315
The University of Arizona
Tucson, AZ 85721
(602) 621-7551
EEO AA

Look out
below

It’s time you gave yourself a GSE
If you’re sexually active, you should know about lIe
GSE GSE stands for genital self-examination Its
a simple examination you can give yourself to check
for any signs or symptoms of a sexually transmitted
disease Send for your free GSE Guide today Because when it comes to sexual relationships, there
are some important things to look out for

For your tree GSE Guide fill out this COupOn
arid mai to CuSE, PO Box 4088,
Woburn. MA 01888-4088

I

Adams

To receive your free GSE Guide, simply tilt out and
return the coupon or call, toil-free, 1-800-234-1124.
bY 8,rovor’ineocrio-e Co n COntunCttOrt voti, Ir Amerce
academy cot Der rnmotogy the Arner.can Academy 01 FaMly MySICIIMIS ire
ATM’ Merl C0009e
Genwat Pracl.l.oners .n Osteooelh-c Medicine and
Swgery trle Amer -ca,’ 0511,0040, Assoc,efion and he ArnenCM, Ser el
Health Assoc,aeon

GSE

Nyman:ism Oise

F

F

COMING SOON
to an in -basket near yours! Signups for the
1990 edition of summer staff boredom -breaking
(pseudo) athletic competition here at SJSU.
TEAM COMPETITION
in Bowling, Billiards, Croquet, Darts, Horseshoes,
Swimming, Competitive Volleyball, & Novice Jungleball

Coot c ’9139 B,o,..ghi Nodicome Co Au r,grls ,ese,ve0

winners who will get Apple’ T-shirts.
Ui really can’t lose if mu come in and get mur
hair’s on a Macintosh today Because once you do,
piII see how easy it is to use and how much one could
do kr you nOW
You’ll apprecWe the value ot a Macintosh computer after you leave campus and head out into the
real vorld, too But don’t take our word for ii Come
in and try a Macinush and see kr yourself And if ycti
win the Grand Prim, you’ll he seeing
the real world miner than situ think

Its ea.Sy Just In our Kcal ’iirk I
a Macintosh’ computer to enter Apple’s Real 1%,i irk]
Sweepstakes.
If you’re one of 14 Grand Prim winners, mull
get to spend a week this summer at the organization ofyour choice listed below, where you’ll see
Macintosh computers hard at work. And when you
get home, use your own new Macintosh SE 30
to write your resume and follow-up letters
There will also he 20 First Prize winiiers who
will receive Macintosh SE crimputers mid 1.000

Stt I II Id Prize

Enter Apple’s Real World Sweepstakes and you could win a week at
one Oithese leading organizations and a Macintosh computer. 4-10111.1".
Enter April 23rd -May 11th
Spartan Bookstore, Computer Dept., 924-1809
"MacFest ’90 -April 24th & 25th in the Art Quad"
Nee sour Lainpos inniputet
NcIr tn555

Re,n1Irr

syninrake, Rule...and Regulations
d nem,’ Fret/nolo of Acre

FM V*, mIpler,it.

INDIVIDUAL COMPETITION
in the now famous Waste Paper Basket Ball Toss & the
Summer Olympics Frisbee Toss.
.;,.;;;.;;;....AgannwHine

imn

e,m:re

...

ri vc in

C No

Win the computer you need to
succeed in the real world and a
chance to use it there.

101AMPICS

LOOK FOR IT
tir t

ziv

Susi
0 Swim.
COErcso woos
0 yes
Ks,
veers d ape
L.

I

CALL TODAYI

%
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Thirty Eighth Year

T1
The Spartan Daily is conunirted to
accuracy. Any corrections should
be brought to the Daily’s attention
at 924-32811 or 924-3281. Letters
to the editor can be dropped off at
WI.N 104.

SpartaGiiide
SpartaGuide is a daily calendar
available to SJSU student, faculty
and staff organizations at no charge
Forms are available in the Daily
newsroom, Wahlquist Library North
Room 104 and at the Information
Center of the Student Union The
deadline for entries is 10 a m No
ohone-in items will be accepted

GUADALAJARA
SUMMER SCHOOL

our department soon

Apple’s Real World Sweepstakes
ww.lk

or..

Mantling of ganizatals

AOC News Into Admit

(’ a I I for More Information

5500
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Om II /wry’. Nonmoda Mc

Clan CarrollIon
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924-6404
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Men’s golf team
sweeps 4th place
It, \ lark Smith
,tarl writer

Kelly Davis Daily staff photographer

SPA senior, placed third during Saturtho ’s tournament,
ohicb ti 444k place at the Sandpiper Golf Course in Santa Barbara.
Mar Is I slur.

Alter it slow start, the SJSU
men’s golf team finished fourth out
ot 17 teams at the Stanford Intercollegiate Golf Invitational at Sian
ford Golf Course Friday and Salm
day.
The overall team score for threc
ri.unds was 1488. while first place
Stanford finished at 865. Stanford
placed three of the top five players
in the tournament.
SJSU seniors Mike Foster and
Trent Walker both shot a third
round low 69, two under par, pacing the Spartans strong finish.
They were the only two players to
break 70 in the third round.
Foster shot a three-round 215
finishing third, while Walker shot
a three -round 219 finishing tenth.
Foster should garner national
recognition for his recent efforts
finishing second after a playoff in
Santa Barbara on March 26 and
27. and finishing 24th at Fresno.
according to Spartan head coach
Dick Shwendinger.
’The tournament in Santa Barbara. played at the difficult Sandpiper Golf Course. was the first
team victory for SJSU in two
years.
Junior Brian Paulson finished
45th with a three-round 227.
Freshman Lawry Walker. formerly
of Canada and junior Bob Siravo

Coming home

SPARTAN

SPORTS
‘SJSU has got to
get past the first
round blues.’
Dick Shwendinger,
men’s golf coach
both shot a three -round 231.
SJSU "has got to get past the
first round blues," said Schwcn(linger commenting on SJSU’s
poor first round 301 at Stanford.
The team’s attitude is exceptional and is coming together.
according to Schwendinger, which
should help for the upcoming conference tournament at Birch Creek
Golf Course in Smithcreek, Utah,
home course of Utah State.
The Spartans might he peaking
at the right time, despite probleths
earlier this year playing as team.
All Big West teams will be in
Utah except Cal State Fullerton.
which does not have a golf team.
The conference tournament will
be played next Monday. playing
36 holes and wrapping up the next
day with another 18 holes.
"It’s a long old grind," said
Schwendinger about playing 31.
holes the first day of a tournament
especially Stanford’s course.
After the conference tournament
it’s off to the regionals in Los
Cruces New Mexico which will
have 93 participants. The field will
be cut in half for the nationals in
Innesbrook, Fla.

Family of Hank Gathers
sues Loyola Marymount
AttorLOS ANGELES (API
neys for the family of the late Hank
Gathers said Friday they were filing a $32.5 million lawsuit against
14 defendants, including Loyola
Mary mount University and basketball coach Paul Westhead. accusing theni of responsibility for the
basketball star’s March 4 death.
The suit contains, among other
allegations, claims that Gathers’
heart medication was reduced at
the request of Westhead because
the player’s performance was suffering; that Gathers was not made
aware of the risk he faced if he
continued to play basketball; and
that he was not treated quickly
enough when he collapsed March 4
during the Lions’ West Coast Conference tournament game.
Gathers, the nation’s leading
scorer and rebounder a year earlier, died of heart disease hours
later.
Loyola Marymount University
spokesman Joan Gaulene said in a
prepared statement that university
officials expected to be vindicated.
"Loyola Marymount University
is deeply saddened by the charges
leveled at the university and the
university staff in the suit filed

today. by attorney Bruce Fagel on
behalf of the family of Hank Gathers... she said. "We expect the
university and its staff members
will he fully vindicated at the time
of trial. The university’s attorneys
have riot had sufficient lime to review all of the allegations in the
suit and we will be in a position to
comment further only when thar is
completed.
Westhead did not immediately
return a message to his office.
Contained in the suit was the excerpt of a letter sent by one of
Gathers’ doctors, Vernon Hattori
to another. stating that the initial
dosage prescribed was reduced because he was not playing well.
WIN A HAWAIIAN VACATION
OR RIG SCREEN TV
PLUS RAISE UP TO $1,400
IN JUST 10 DAYS!
Ilbjective:

Fundraiser

cortunitment: Minimal
/11 oney: Raise $1,400
cost: Zero Investment
Campus organizations, clubs,
frats, sororities call DCMC at
I (800) 932-0528/I (800) 950-8472
extension 10

START YOUR SUMMER
WITH
SHERATON U.S.A.
Job Opportunities:
Exciting Australian Bedroom Store needs
enthusiastic design oriented managers,
assistant managers, and sales consultants.
Will work with your schedule. Excellent pay,
benefits, major growth potential.

DON’T MISS OUT
ADVERTISE
IN THE
SPARTAN DAILY

For An Interview
Call Michael Bence
(408) 255-1494

Secrecy, the Public
and the

Jim Molts - Daily staff photographer

Spartans on Saturday. SJSU came back to win the
second game 2-1, improving its record to 26-24.

Cal State Fullerton’s Mich Darer beats the
thrim home during the Titans’ 5-0 win over the

State University

Rose hopes
to put past
behind him
CINCINNATI (API --- Fourteen
months after his fall began. the lies
are over for Pete Rose. All that remains is the sentence for his
crimes.
On Feb. 20. 1989, Rose walked
into the baseball commissioner’s
office an international hero. On
Friday. he walked out of a courthouse a banished baseball star and
convicted felon.
When I appear before a federal
judge in a few months. it will bring
to an end the speculation about
what I have, and haven’t, done
since my personal problems first
came to public attention 14 months
ago.’’ Rose said.
He seems almost relieved.
"Now we’re trying to get CNC!)
thing behind me." he said Iasi
week. "It’s been a trying year and
a half."
When summoned to New York
last year to answer allegations that
he’d het on his own team, Rose
denied any wrongdoing. He’s nose
admitted to illegal gambling and to
illegally hiding income. The first
got him kicked out of baseball for
life: the latter could get him up to
si x years in ii son.
He blames his troubles on a
gambling problem, admitting to
the problem after his banishment
from baseball last Aug. 23. And
now that the federal investigation
of his taxes has ended, he hopes to
conquer his gambling problem.
"I started to change my ways
last November and I will do my
hest to continue my recovery,"
Rose said. "The things that matter
to me right now are getting my life
back in order and regaining the
trust of my family and friends

JA000.
Earn your place
in the sun!
Planning a fantastic spring break? Looking
forward to a long hot summer? Earn the
bucks you need to make it happen! As an
ADIA temp, you can earn while you learn.
You can also take advantage of our benefits.
O
O
O
O
O

Top pay
Regular raises
Holiday & vacation benefits
Referral bonuses
Health and life insurance

LOOK FOR US IN FRONT OF
THE
STUDENT UNION

Edward P. Davis Jr., attorney for the
San Jose Mercury News, will be speaking
on the secret meetings and decisions
made by the CSU Chancellor and Board of
Trustees, and other related issues.
This, the second of a three part series
of lectures on the First Amendment,
begins Wednesday at 11:30 a.m. in the Engineering
Building, room 287.
For more information contact Dr. Dave Grey
at: 924-3266.

Sponsored by
the Departments of Journalism and Mass Communications,
Political Science, and the SJSU Library.

April 25th - 26th
Adia’s going to work for you

ADIA

The Employment People

Paid

for by California

State

Lottery

Funds.
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Students experience culture Reunification has mixed results
through authors’ readings
Lill.FIAVSLN.

on
t

By Jamie Pitts
Daily start writer

du.*

’University
students in this
university forget
what comes
before they buy
their BMWs, that
is to become a
human first.’

In demanding fast food, instant
cash, overnight fame and cassette
tapes for the car. Californians
don’t take time out for culture anymore.
That is why Alan Soldofsky, director of the Center for Literary
Arts, said he brings writers like
Ann Beattie to SJSU.
Students should have opportunities to talk with, learn from, and
have their work critiqued by writers without the pressure of being
tested, he said.
Beattie read the first chapter of
her new book, "r’cturing Will."
and teased the audience by also
reading the first six words of the
’last chapter before continuing.
"I wrote this novel so I could
write the last few pages," Beattie
said.
She also read two short stories,
"The Longest Day" and "Snow,"
at the SJSU Music Concert Hall
Wednesday night.
After 20 rejections Beattie
began publishing her fiction in the
New Yorker. Her first story, "A
Platonic Relationship," was published in 1974, according to a press
release.
Since that first publication.
Beattie has published four collections of short stories and four nov-
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- Alan Soldofsky,
director of the
Center for Literary Arta
els.
The pieces Beattie read were
similar to real life experiences.
such as the description of one of
the chair-legs cracking and then
snapping under the weight of
Betty, the sobbing Welcome
Wagon woman.
"As far as her own personality
she was wispy, she brings a calm
to the room," said Holly Covalt,
an SJSU senior majoring in English.
Beattie’s reading was the last of
four events called. Major Authors
Series, sponsored by the Center for
Literary Arts and the Institute for
Arts and I.etters.

Because the series has "surpassed our expectations,’ the center will be expanding its program
schedule. Soldolsk) said.
Next year’s programs will include well-known authors and
writers who are not as well known
but are growing, he said.
College is a lesson on how to be
human. so future programs will
represent more diversity in the
types of writers brought in. Soldolsk y said.
"University students in this university forget what comes before
they buy their BMWs, that is to become a human first," he said.
Students will be able to attend
two-day workshops and learn from
writers. Soldofsky said.
Writers will be going into classrooms and critiquing students’
work and talking about what it’s
like lobe a writer.
Next year’s series will include
writers like Joyce Carol Oates. author of "Calcutta" and "Jasmine"
and Bharati Mukherjee, who was
recently hired to teach at the University of California at Berkeley
and is the author of "The Middle
Man."
Meeting these authors is something students will always remember, writers are "like windows on
dirt crew worlds for students." he

Last
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many (API - Housewives in this
border town silently curse pushy
West Germans who grab all the
seats at the beauty parlor.
They and their husbands are
tired of seeing well-off West Germans load up their cars with relatively
cheap
state-subsidized
goods, front tools to meat, and
drive back across the border.
Citizens of the two Germanys
are getting to know one another
Mier 40 years of separation, hut
don’t always like what they see.
"I’d say 80 percent of them are
really good people, but then
there’s that other 20 percent,"
Uwe Fritsch said of the West Germans. Fritsch runs an electronics
store in this drab border town 185
miles west of Berlin.
People in Muehlhausen and
towns on the other side of the hilly
frontier look upon the opening of

Ilk’

Mt OS(

him euphoria

IIIIIftift4111

event in postwar German history’
East Germans have their freedont and good chances for future
prosperity. West Germans probably will increase their own wealth
and international clout after reunification.
Close friendships have sprung
up. and in some ways the frontier
has ceased to exist.
As in marriage. however. the
Germans are discovering that their
new partners are imperfect.
Some East Germans see Western visitors as brash, rude people
who like to show off their wealth,
and view themselves as humbler
folk not consumed by greed.
In West Germany. a popular
view is that East Germans arc
backward, lazy and unrefined.
A shoplifting boom in West
German border towns also has
dampened some of the reunifica-

"All along the border from
Schleswig-Holstein to Bavaria, department store and supermarket
managers are unable to rescue
themselves from long fingers front
the East." Stern magazine said.

Most of the discontent is on the
eastern side of the border.
There even have been reports of
brawls in East German taverns.
One began in Muehlhausen
when an inebriated East German
sitting across from a West German, who was trying to make time
with an East German woman, suddenly declared: "All Westerners
are liars."
Young West Germans often
head "over there" on the prowl for
young East German women who
are impressed by fast cars, motorcycles and West German marks.
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Earthquakes prompt officials to extend application deadline
A earthquake relief until May 12.
SAN FRANCISCO (API
Management Agency was intended
swarm of earthquakes earlier this
to give new quake victims an opThe
unprecedented
third
extenweek prompted federal officials to
portunity to file for relief, officials
sion
by
the
Federal
Emergency
extend the application deadline for
said.

Funhouse

Aaron Malchow
I KNOW WHAT 1-1-5 UKE ,
WELL, I HAVE A MEETING TO
ACTUALLY,
WITH ZI UNITS, MY TECHNICAL ATTEND. HAVE TO GO. CAN’T
I’M \CRY BUSY,
WRITING CAREER, AND WORKING STAND AROUND COLLECTING
GINNY. TAKING 1Z 4ATS
ON A SECOND MASTERS, STILL I DUST. BYE .
AND WORKING NART-11ME.
TOOCM BASE WITH THE
TV
HUSBAND AND THE BIBIE5

YOU HAVEN’T CHANGED
INKS SINCE HIGH SCHOOL,
MARGARET. STILL CAREFREE

Classified
ANNOUNCEMENTS
AVONIIII Buy or sell. Call m today
(local Avon Rep) & I will send
book to your horns or busInes
Super specials for everyo.
Share Me book with latnlly. coworkers & friends 8 receive up to
50% 00 00 your own order, Thank
you Also, good parttime income

preschool center Oa.ed curric
ulurn. Nagel phliosphy Am OM
shift, ECE units reed 559-8161
COUNSELOR DIRECT

needed at local residential Iscill
ties for young adults 8 adolescents with autism 8 related dise

your .pertise, knowledge In your

bilities FT 8 PT positions rvail

study, field of Inter.I. or hobby

Starting

$795 tells you where logo & whet

448-3953

1Subo.t to credit spprovel) Cell
FEDWASHINGTON
SQUARE
ERAL Credit Union at (408) 9477273
STUDENT

DENTAL OPTICAL

PLAN

Enroll now! Save your teeth, eyes
and money, too Cleanings and
office visfis at no charge For bro
chore see AS office (Student

Uncle. Cousin. Brother or Friend
one of the 50.000 men who served
on the U 9.5 Boxer CV21? If so.
w..,. having reunion in Pensacola. Florida in Oct The dates are
10th, 11th, 12th Lk 13th For more
into call John Plgrnan at (415)

time Jeans ok Close to campus
Ask for Mark at 2974460
EARN $10004 weekly’ Make 050010,
every 100 envelopes shifted
Send self-addres.d, stamped
envelope lo Extra income Unlimited P0 By. 64899, Chicago, Ii
606640899
EASY MONEY"
Up to 878610 sta.

toms

Available your area now

Call 1-805-6827555, eel C-1255
88 SUZUKI SAMURAI, 4 WO. all white
convertible. 666 miles, very good
back
seat
condition
$3100 obo Call (415)323-5560
66 FORD MUSTANG
Rebuilt transmission, carburetor
Runs

good dependable

$4.000 obo
Call TONY A at 297-5099

COMPUTERS
INFERNO BBS
!NI. 300 1200 2400 baud, Macintosh 8 IBM libraries. 25 phone
linos. multi-user chat (408) 3953771. (408) 395-1378, (408) 9299035. (415) 964-6083, (41$) 15E1748

FOR SALE
BILLY JOEL CONCERT ON VIDEO.
From the SWOT Front Tour it
rem Call Craig al 23/-3499
MATTRESS

SETS"
Twin se 979, full
.at $139, king set
pieces’ Bunk...
999

5

pc

BEDS" NEW’
set $89. queen
$179 For both
199 Day beds

bedroom

Positions In Santa Clara, Milpitas,
N San Jose
Medics! Dental
Vacs.. Plan
interviews 8am to 4 pm
Monday Ohm Friday
Apply VANGUARD
3212 Soon Blvd
Sant. Clara
(400) 727-9793
LOOKING FOR EXPERIENCE? Counselors needed for .bused adolescent girls home Contact 5591503
NEEDED" TEACHERS DIRECTORS
E.rgetic. great sense of humor,
team planer, child loving persons
to work in our child care centers
Flexible hours available. 6 comp
E C E unit. required Cell today 945-0919
OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITY
Campus Connection needs end
time students Gain greet bust
.ss experience. earn up to S4.000 and powerhouse your resume
sailing ad space for your school’s
edition You’ll receive extensive
support
working for the motion’s top col
positions
legs onag.Ine Sales
end one editorial position avail
training.

745-0900

HELP WANTED

materials,

8

Call ROBIN or JAY at
(800)342-5118
OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITY
Campus Connection needs arrobl,
tious students Gain great business experience, earn up to H.000 and powerhouse your resume
wiling ad space for your school
Yotoll receive extensive
materNis. So support
treeing
lop colworking for the nation
lege rn.gazine Sales positions 8

edition

one editoriel position avail
Cell ROBIN or JAY st

set $199

Desks $74. dr...re $79. chests
$48, bed-froom. delivery. (415)

(800)342-5118
PART TIME HELP WANTED Dervs
Futurvo.hape Toning Salon Call
978-3391 before 2prn

ATTENTION

PERSONA Is port of an INT 1 NETWORK with offices worldwide In
the Bay Area, we re looking for
people interested In Sales, Acct

864250

Adrnin Support & Bilingual
English Jape.. positions No

EARN MONEY reeding
books’ 932.000 yr income poten
Dal Detalls (1)602-83866115. Est

ATTENTION GROWING SALES TEAM
needs Wee reps IMMEDIATEL Y
Flex hrs Cell 7260185
ATTENTION-HIRING’ Gooet Cabs - your
aree $17,840-$89.485 Cell 1-602538-8885. act 104250
AVAIL POSMONS
ABLE. Full 4 part lime perme
nem
summer polite. Raley

C HIL DC ARE

.ce. required Northern Cliff
Nannies, 4546 El Cameo R.I.
suite V, Los Alt.. (415)949-2933
CHILD CARE PROVIDER for Leven yr
old boy Nonsmoker In my home
English tweaking. references re
(wired So San Jo.. call 829.02

$550 month ingle occupancy

new fragrance

A MEDICAL BREAKTHROUGH
Need 25 overweight people

SAFARI.
al NORDSTROM
All locations Outgoing personality. able town, size 6-8

PLAN NOW FOR PAID employment in
the Fell 1990 sern.ter If you
would like to work with handschool sat.
icapped Mika. in
ring for up to 20 hours per week
nest school year this is your op.
poftunity Plck up en opplealion
form In Sweeney Hall 204 or the
Cooperative Educetion Office
Building 0 You must be able to
work during echo& hour.
mornings end early afternoons
CAFE SAL SA
RESTAURANT ROOM
OF SAN JOSE
learn
winning
Become pert of
We are now hiring food eel

at 293-0989

PERSONALS
to
lose 10-25 lbs in 30 days 8 regie
let to win 525,0004 trips to PARIS
8 MAUI Cell 984-4020

Pert lime
BARE IT ALL’ Stop Shaving, waeing.

SECURITY OFFICERS
NEED CASH?

lode* Let me permanently remove your unwanted hair (chin.

tweezing or ueing chemical dome -

CAVE SECURITY is hiring for full
and pan time positions
All shifts rvallable,
CAVE SECURITY
1700 WYATT DR. SANTA CLARA
Call 9462283 1-4 PM 10, 1010
SECURITY OFFICERS
and messenSecurity Meer.
gers All shifts. FT PT we will
tree Apply in person 24 hrs. 7
days
week ACUFACTS. Inc.
280 Meridian Ave .5.0 Jose

etc ) 151., discount to students
faculty Cell before May 31.1900.0
the lei appointment is 1 2 price
Unwanted heir di...appears With
my care
GWEN CHELGREN,
R E, 559-3500. 1645
Beacom
Ave.
C.
Cempbell
HAIR

S1.00013.000 per month
parttime PerleCt summer opportunity Be your own boss Make
$33 Call CHARLES at 244-2703,
MAKE

WES at 9963082
STUDENTS.

call Father Bob Lager or Slater
Judy Ryan .1 299-0204
EXAM

FILES
loom
Prof...ors
throughout USA Exam problems
with professors own detailed solotions
Available for 8 engl-

WE WANT YOU for the Lob!

neering your... EIT. Colculus,

BEST PERSONNEL
recruits for 010110.1 and t.ftnIcal
positions for your summer and fu-

DE. LA. Gen 8 0-Chem. Physics,
etc 24 differenl book. available Cl

ture Call 984-1340

Roberts Bookstore

STUDENTS
WE WANT YOU FOR the fob’
BEST PERSONNEL recruits for
secreted., typists. word progoners’
cessors. receptionists
office and data entry clerks We
also recruit for technical post

Spartan Bookstore (downstairs) 8

EXCHANGE WORK FOR unicorn apt
in pot home Quiet 5.5 yr old. F
soz academic bckgr want. secretarial mss Work h. yard work for
pert rent

Nonsrn

call 269-9748

after 5PM

Pay rates vary depending

HAS ROMANCE GONE from your life?

00100 skills and work experience
Call us TODAY for your summer
or future employment Call 984-

Now you can find love romance.
picking
Or adventure as easIly

tio.

1340. .ver fee
SUMMER JOBS’ Local resident comp
staff Hiring now for July 9-Aug
18

Call

CAMP FIRE

BOYS

8

GIRLS et 9866969
THE COLLEGIATE DREAM - 528.560
per hour. part time A dream come
Clearbrook of California
true
looking tor marketing reps Call
(408)948-1995, Mr Heggem

tor’s Office
THE 90’. DECADE col the environment! Earn money getting friends
end family off that toxic soup,
called meter 8 that brown stuff
called air, Environment products
commission to start

Cell

to leave your phone number on an
open line Cell (408) 988-2523 for
tree del.. Call today, Someone
is waiting to meet you! 140811415)
976-2002

18 -

only $2

30.
248-

WHERE DO YOU WANT 70 607 Max
Ito.
Howell,
Europe,
United
States? Call 10,10w eft far. Pet
eonalfted

T-SHIRTS

(415)962-8801

cola, Florida In Oct The def. are
10th, 111(0, 12th A 13th For more
info call John Pigman Cl 14151

Check out the Christian Science
Monitor resource files on April 24
25 aft. Student Uni00

MADE

San Carlos For more informatlor
about activities. call Rev Nort
Firnhaber at 298-0204
PREGNANT, SJSU ALUMNI couple
wish to adopt Financially secure

RESEARCH

101109,,

phi< material., and editing serv
ices Final draught preparation
(415)841-5036

pro

Unwanted
hair removed forever by spec1.1
1st Confid.tial Your very own
probe 247 7486 335 S Haywood

14081984-5837
Term Papers Resumes
Theses
Personal Bus
Reports
Proposals
Fasi-E pert -Dependable
Noght Saturdays Rush
Local. in the
Santa Clara San Jose Area
SERVICING

YOUR WORD PROCESSING and Graphics needs
Cell Kate at Technically Typing
(406 281-0750
Term papers.
Theses

WORD PROCESSING
TERM PAPERS - REPORTS

THESES ’-RESUMES
TNT COMPUTER PROCESSING
1401) 97Z 1583
TYPING WORD

PROCESSING. last
accurate, reasonable All types of

GLEN ergs

papers Spell checking end proof
reading Same day service Betty
24745088. Sante Clore

COMPUTER FAST ACCUPATE near
Cell
Winchesler
Hamilton
8
SHIRLEY 11 379-3510 $2 per pege
rninIMUM $ perm

WORD

PROCESSING left.

WORD PROCESSING TYPING

TYPE1408)972-9430
SERVICES WPPegas
EDITORIAL
need polishing? Get help from a
Editor with
Professional Tech

for charts. (pooh., slides, over heeds, and color too! Plus fest
turner/non,r end guaranteed work

Fr.

Journalism graduate
On campus every clay
spelling, punctuation

a
check Laser printer
Also Desktop Publishing

grammar

English Degree Word Processing
(all formats) and Desktop Pub

(408)297-3978

3149
WANTED TEACHERS In PARADISE.
130s, MA’s, good salary. frea
housing, It airfare See us In

NM VIM

401111MM11111=11MMIIIMM

Ad Rates

(Court) approx,malely .30/01)0175 and spaces for each line)

111111.

HOUSING
Three
Two
One
Days
Days
Day
$580
$530
3 Lines $430
4 Lines $530
$630 $680
$7 70
$730
5 Lines $630
$825 $870
6 Lines $720
ach Additional Line Add SI 00

FEMALE ROOMMATE WNTD to share
1 2 block Irm
2 be 16th apt
SJSU Pool. prkng, $325 rno
1 2010 Avail 6-1-90 call 298-7826
FOR LEASE Downtown San Jose of.
floe or retail store 1100 sq fl
$1,000 medepost Feel Santa
Cell 2366424

FOR LEASE. 2 bdron. 1 blh apartment.
$830 me Close to SJSU. 571 S

Four
Days
$605
$705
$805
$895

Five
Days
$635
$730
$825
$925

Each
Extra
Day
$1 10
SI 30
$1 45
$1 60

Semester Rates (All Issues)

7th, Wog, cable, 2160439

10 14 I. Ines $77 00
5 9 Lines $55 00
15 Plus Lines $99 00

FOR RENT. large 2 bdrm 2 bath. remodeled. clean end quiet Security building. off street parving

Phone 921-3277

laundry facilities, security en.
trence carport, cable hookup
780 S 111h St In, 2801 8725,425 me Call 256-9157 John or
Martha or please Nave complete

WALK TO SJSU Remod 2 br I be
sharp Dining ft, dish washer.
Jenn Aire fenced yd 322 E SI
James. $995 rno Call 354-5405

wood fioors located el 551-553 S

1

1

1

1

I

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1111)

I

1

Greek

Services

Automotive

Help Wanted

Stereo

Computers
i or Sale

Housing

Travel

Lost 8 Found
Personal

Typing

’

4

I

/

1

1

1

1

1

1

11111.111i
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1

I

1

1

1

1

1
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Print Name
Address

Phone

City & Stale

zip

Fnclosed is
Circle a Classification.
Announcements

message

DECORATOR APARTMENT
1970
office Long
Unique 1 bdrrn
term finnclally secure, clam
quiet sober required All hard-

MIN IIIII

Minimum three lines on one day

SCHOOL SYSTEM

Clare St & 3rd St

MIR

Print Your Ad Here

Sweeney Hell lobby today
SAIPAN ISLAND

Lines

F Or

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER

Classified Desk Located inside WLN 102

OR CASH TO
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
San Jose State University
San Jose. California 95192

110
MMI=MIONE

me

Deadline Two days prior to publication
Consecutive publication dates only
No refunds on cancelled ads

Em

qualify

printing cOples etc
CECILIA
(406 223-6102
Word
processing
114 hr 52 50
page whichever is less’

ARE YOU CONCERNED about your
grades? Of course you are A
neatly typed paper gee higher
grade Error -free papers impress
profs For lhis quality call WRITE.

pacity
Laser
printing.
spell
checking, grernmer ch.k.
leg. powerful grsphics progren

Free

TYPING

Equipment used Word
HPLaser
Consider-

able business experience and forWILLOW
mer English malcor

270-

Liner’ printer

check Re.soneble rotes, quick turnaround

ble on Turablan. APA & Campbell
Perfect

etc

grammar spell pun.

O grammar
punctuation.
and
Sentence structure (knowledgatormatel

Cell RAJU al

LISA S TYPING &
WORD PROCESSING SERVICE

EDITING & WORD PROCESSING

A BEAUTIFUL PAPER EVERY TIME’
Wordprocessing to its fullest cat

CLINIC

realsonoble Mee
(408/238-8759

of term papers, research propecls
II resumes Will gladly assist

eppl Laser
972-4992

Services

WIC Ore eeey on professors I rn a
grade 001150101.1 graduate Very

CALL MRS MORTON at 286-9448 for

Reports, theses. re-

discounts
EDP
8014 EVELYN

SERVICES

consultation,

ELECTROLYSIS

264-4504

cript Neu printer Close to campus
P U. del
evall
Student

Choose From

Tuloring,

Ventura DTP WORDSTAR Pagemaker
Sconning
’Graphic

sumes,
mailings. etc
Spell grammar ch.k Wordprocessing-WordPerfect St. posts-

C801408)238-2329
EDITORIAL

Tran.ripficon services available
Almaden Brenahm sum
Phone

Trust

Creative Product, IL Services
Many typestyl. and designs to

LUTHERAN CAMPUS WORSHIP every
SUNDAY morning at 10 45 AM Cl
Campus Christian Center, 10th

your word processing needs’ We
have experience in
Wordperl.t

ABANDON THOSE FRUSTRATIONS’

toil..

ny

lishing and Design now for all

Theses term papers, group pro !acts. etc All formats including
APA Laser printer Quid) return

paper5 theses letters. etc Grad
under -grad
Avollable def.-

FOR YOU

locals. Call (408)984-5203 today’
LETTER QUALITY REPORTS thesis

SPELCHEK.

CALL LINDA TODAY for experienced.
professionall word processing

eves weekends by
printer Call ANNA.

resumes theses
legal paper, melting lists, graph

professional dependable service

AAAH, Too many reports and not
enough lime? RELAX and le ME
do the TYPING" Resum., term

SERVICES

transcription

punctuation grammar assistance
All work guaranteed’ Call PAM
247-2681. 8 am -Ipso for worryfree

Art We proof all our work end
la.r print It’ Call 923-3956

858-1497
WANT FREE RESOURCE materials for
your term paper or class proftel?

APA

thesis.

overheads,
fliers?

PRECISION WORD PROCESSING’ 125
wpm Cluality guaranteed Comrates Tern, Were
tape

EXPERIENCED

STUDENTS PROFESSORS
call Picture Perf.1 Desktop Pub-

resume..

Uncle, Cousin. Brother or Friend
one of the 50000 men who Served
on the U SS Boxer CV21?
so,
we are heving r.nion in Pensa-

So

formats plus

newsletters

LOW GLEN MOB) 288-5688 Oa.*
nwssaeal

ports. group papers, resumes. letters, theses, etc Lefler quality’ All

TYPING

U S S BOXER REUNION
W.
your Father. Granddad.

AND

(resumes

niers. Ma.). Call PATRICIA in

REASONA

wordpr.essing, Term papers re-

997-

AAAANAll LOWER RATES 11 HIGHER
satisfaction! Are you perfectionist when it comes to your report..

your design or logo
Call BRAINSTORM

Wort needed for .bused seal
oiris home Contact 559-1503

Arlene

AFFORDABLE

3647

Earn money for your frefiernity,
sorority. club or business by selling eilkscr.ned TShirts Leith

BUTTONS"
CUSTOM DESIGNED

*Nuke

AT

subjects for theses papers reports, r.uones. etc Free proofing dial storage 251-0449

eels Call ANDY .1 243-2030

SUZANNE (OT MAJOR). Please call I
lost your number GINA lee OT
major)

vol. mall service, you don’t have

LOOKING FOR EXPERIENCE?? Coun-

THE STUDENT UNION is now hiring
for custodial positions Please
cont.t the Student Union Direc-

registered with the E P A

up your phone Dial 976-2002 to
hear six exciting messages from
quality people, or you can record
your own message And with our

fete! Purchaa your
student dliec.nt card now! Also
ask about the T W A Getaway
credit card for you and your per.

I will return

TYPING

BLE RATES -- Need Our help?
Quality and accuracy guaranteed
Were fest. dependable. grammar.
aware, both college grade Specialty in Science end all English

published

please call
CHRIS al 997-6444

hefting

Cell now PAMELA at 946-3862
ACADEMIC

-AIR FARE DISCOUNTS!- TWA of
fete SJSU students 10% off any

RAYBAN sunglasses

L.. message A
yOur cell

San Jose

TRAVEL

Selection of

CATHOLIC

NEWMAN COMMUNITY
MASS on Sunday evenings at
630 8 8 00 PM, Campus Christian

Ave

101 s of love to give Call Patti or
Ban any Urne el 2861371
RAYBANS RAYBANS RAYBANS
For excellent prices 8 large

TODAY GONE TOMORROW ’

Center, 10th
San Carlos For
more Info .bout other activities

STUDENTS $13

Classified

bikinitummy-mouslache-back-

Engr

Fee. PERSONA. (4061453-0505

Call MIKE

Cell SUSAN
at (916-411-400

WEEKLY PAY
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
WE TRAIN YOU
All shifts available
Full time and Pert time

’ATTENTION -GOVT seized vehicles
Irom 1100 Fords. Mercedes Cor

ens by DEA, FBI, IRS and U S cue

(408)

1-805482-7555 ext S-1062

AUTOMOTIVE

SEIZED CARS, TRUCKS. ewheeierS
TV’s, stereos. furniture. comput

Call

CUSTOMER SERVICE at small mat -

656-1497

settee Chevy. Surplus Buyers
Guide Call 1-602-838-8885 eat
A4250

$646 25 hr

CRUISESHIPS
NOW
HIRING
for
spring Christmas end next sumMany posilion. Call
mer hr

Health Center) or call (408)371E1811 in San Jose
U S S BOXER REUNION
We.
your
Father,
Granddad.

6th St

SAFARI
SELLING ASSISTANTS MODELS
for RALPH LAUREN

Mall

5942

Please send ch.k to HART. Box
110266, Campbell, Ca, 95008

.

CARE

for the holidey. Call JANE et 251-

PERSONAL LOANS up to $2500,"

Call 13861560

CHILD DEVELOP meor to leach in

KNOW WHO IS WILLING to pay for

to ask for at local agencies who
will assist you free Cl charge
Mir

CHILD DEVELOP MAJOR to work in
infant toddler center Must be nu luring person
Friendly staff
AM PM shift Campbell559-8161

im

mis

S
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Bookstore expansion
Rol
Door

Credit: Student organization settles in
/- non page I

Bookdrop

SI ui:Nri
Union

Free book
check

Present site of
candy store

Rollup
Door
Convenience
Store
Wheelchair access
ramp
wry SAmitlxoy

CAW, Coop,..c

Expansion: Bookstore
to get needed facelift
I. eons page
them to come in and then choose
one
He isn’t sure if he’ll receive
them in time to complete the construction before school resumes in
ugust. he said.
"We’re going to push like crazy
to see if we can get it done this
summer." Sur said.
If that project can’t be started
this summer, the bookstore will
work on replacing the tile floor that
hasn’t held up well because of the
amount of tbot traffic through the
store, Duval said.
The new tile is another part of
phase one. Phases two and three,
not yet officially presented to
SUBOD. include the replacement
of fixtures that hold the items in
the store, and the possible addition
of a third floor to the Student
Union.
The administrative office would
be moved to provide even more

space for the bookstore. A feasibility study for the third floor is in
progress.
Another project under consideration as part of phase three is a satellite store near South Campus.
The store would be similar to the
convenience store on the main
campus and would include school
supplies. This project hinges on
the expansion and construction
plans of the university. Sur said.
Another option that Spartan
Shops’ officials have considered to
provide more space for the
bookstore was to build extensions
to the side of the building. Officials decided that the plan "is not
an option because it’s too expensive," Sur said.
The Spartan Bookstore averages
sales of $882 per square foot, he
said. Major stores that do about $6
million per year only average
about WO per square foot.

Agenda: Group protests
Earth Day, clean air act
From page I
component in them, have been
found to be the major contributor
to the depletion of the earth’s
ozone layer.
Ingraham said that plants and
trees are the major contributors to
that effect because they "sweat"
chlorine when it’s warm outside.
He also said that chlorine in
evaporation from the ocean and
chlorine emissions from volcanoes
play a major role.
His claim that "to effectively
enforce the ban on CFCs you
would have to drain all the oceans
in the world," was met by
chuckles of disbelief from the audience.
Natural pollutants like that
"caused species like the dinosaurs
to go extinct long before humans
were around," Ingraham said.
According to Ingraham, the
Clean Air Act would also:
Cause 750,000 Americans to
lose their jobs immediately, with
as many as 2 million to 4 million
people out of work later as plants
and industries are forced to close.
Cause the American economy
to lose $200 billion in the first
year.
Raise utility prices 5 percent
to 15 percent nationwide.
Increase the price of automobiles an average of $600 each
because they would have to be
more fuel efficient.
Cause 1,000 more automobile
deaths each year because cars
would have to be made 1,000
pounds lighter.
Raise gasoline prices 25 cents
to 30 cents a gallon nationwide.
Cost small business $50,000
to $100,000 annually as they are
forced to monitor pollutants
Completely stop industrial
growth because of the permanent
cap to be placed on emissions of
nitrous oxides.
The audience reacted to the
claims with hostility and charged
that there was no evidence to support Ingraham’s data.
"The ideas you have are a bit
far-fetched and you don’t have
anything to support it," one student told Ingraham.
Ingraham said he didn’t have the
names of the sources with him but
that the information came from recent studies done by the government and independent sources.
"He couldn’t even support half
the stuff he said," the student said
later.
Some students said they were
dissapointed that the meeting
didn’t turn out to be a discussion as
the flier indicated.
"He didn’t let us get a word in
edgewise," said student Angela
Blewitt. "I didn’t like the personal
attack feeling." she added.
When Ingraham charged that environmentalists arc using hype and
scare tactics in their efforts. Ble-

‘(Chloroflourocarbons are) one
of the most
positive
chemicals ever
developed by the
human race.’
Bob Ingraham,
Executive Intelligence Review
member
witt tossed a copy of the EIR flier
across the table in Ingraham’s direction and asked: "You don’t
think this is using the same tactics
in the other direction?"
Ingraham responded "No, I
don’t."
Blewitt said she objected to the
way the flier was presented and
called the language "red scare."
Each sentence in the flier began
with "You are responsible," or
"You have been lied to." It denounced the Clean Air Act as Gorbachev’s way of eliminating
American competition and prosperity.
Student Lori Italia said that the
way we understand industrial air
pollution now is the same as how
radiation was viewed when it was
first used.
"We didn’t know how dangerous it was because we didn’t study
it long enough," she said.
"If we don’t know what’s going
on now, what is our future going to
be like?" Italia said.
Student Ken Tommasello defended the act’s intentions as being
positive for the environment. He
said it wouldn’t limit industrial
growth in the United States or elsewhere.
"We find better ways of doing
things when we have to," he maintained.
Ingraham also said the United
States would be turned into a police state because the Environmental Protection Agency would have
the power to fine and imprison individuals and businesses arbitrarily
for violating the new law.
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the decision that afternoon ’
Beckwith said they were packed
to move to the Business -Lower 50
the change of plans wasn’t that diificult
The Collins House is owned hy
the Collins Foundation, which is a
non-profit organi/ation dedicated
to non-violent social change.
according to a foundation flier.
The house also leases space to
the San Jose Peace Center, the
Team) lk 1.os Pobres theater
group, the Center for Multi -Cultural Ans. inscapc center for creative
research, a tax notory sets ice and
an insurance agency for SJSU faculty.
"It came up all of a sudden and
we said, ’Hey, this is perfect."
Headline said. "It’s worked out
real well."
The credit union signed a $355 j
month, one year lease with the
Collins House for a 20(1 square
foot office.
Operations in the Universit)
Club were cramped into a 1541
square foot room behind the club
The credit union’s temporaix
lease with the Universtix Club expires in August. and club officals
had said the arrangement was no
longer workable for both parties.
Negotiations had been in the
works to rent space from the
Alumni Association’s house on
San Carlos St., hut the Collins
House was too good to pass up,
according to Headline.
"The Alumni House wouldn’t
have been quite as big," he said.
"This is so much closer to campus."
Space in the Alumni House and

Michael Caulfield - Daily staff photographer

Marketing director Zoby Shaikh takes time out to stretch in the Credit Union’s new home
the Business Tower would have
been shared, according to Headline.
"Now we have an office."
Headline said. "It’s very professional looking and is going to
make a big difference."
The credit union. founded in
I986. offers loans and certificates
of deposit to SJSU students and

alumni. It is the only student-run location on campus in the future.
credit union in the CSU system.
"We’re talking to the presiand alumni. It is the only student dent’s office and are trying to work
run credit union in the CSU syssomething out." he said.
tem.
It has more than 300 members
Rose said the student credit
and has assets of more than $420,- union at the University of Califor000. according to Bill Stone, credit nia at Berkeley has more than 3,union vice president.
000 members primarily because it
Headline said he hopes to find a has an on campus office.

College study ’Much ado about nothing
CLAREMONT. Calif. (AP) -After years of sophisticated. computerized studies, a group of scholars trying to find out who really
wrote Shakespeare’s plays have
settled on a likely candidate -Shakespeare.
Students and faculty at Claremont McKenna College’s Shakespeare Project presented those
findings Saturday, said college
spokesman Robert Daseler
But one mustn’t leap to the conclusion that "All’s Well That Ends
Well or even that the three-year

project [Limed out to he "Much
Ado About Nothing.’
For the head of the Shakespeare
Project, Ward Elliott. still is unconvinced that William Shakespeare knew of what he wrote. said
Daseler. He is only willing to concede that after three years of study,
just about all other prominent Elizabethan writers that other scholars
once thought were the real writers
of Shakespeare’s plays really were
not And that leaves as the only seturns contender, well, Shakespeare.

Or maybe a fairly obscure Elizabethan poet named Fulke Greyville. Or perhaps even Queen Elizabeth I.
But apparently not Christopher
two
Marlowe or Francis Bacon
prominent Elizabethans that many
scholars have long argued may
have used Shakespeare’s name as a
nom de plume.
For nearly two centuries. English scholars have debated whether
someone with Shakespeare’s education
about that i)f- a modernday high school graduate --- could

have written play s that showed
such a precise knowledge of falconry. geography. court manners
and several foreign languages. to
say nothing of such a stunning
command of the English language.
’Wouldn’t somebody who was
better educated, who had gone on
to Oxford and studied Greek and
all thc,c other things have been
more likely to have written those
plays.’ ’ asked Daseler
That’s what Ward. a political
science professor and several students sought Ii f 111(1 out.

When you have to wait until morning,
nighttime is about eight hours too long.

ERSVO N S E .
5-Minute
Pregnam N
Test
Results first dAy
of missed period

You’ve missed your pertod
You’re trying to sleep, but you
can’t stop thinking about it.
You’ve got to know now
So you use your FIRST
RESPONSE*, Pregnancy Test.
Now you know. No more wondering. No more worrying.
With the FIRST RESPONSE*
last NtSPONSt

and

die Ullman lion. De.tan Are reximerea

Pregnancy Test, you can find out
If you’re pregnant in five minutes
any time of the dayeven on the
day your penod is due. Its over
99% accurate in laboratory testing and it’s easy to use.
If you have any questions, call
us toll-free at 1-800-367-6022

FIRST
RESPONSE,
Hrne Diagn8tic Kks
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Erin Pierce
loll Talbon Ave.
San Jose CA 95148

Objective: To obtain a position in the marketing
capacity with an emphasis on promotion.
Education: SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY
B.S. Degree Marketing, May 1990
Overall G.P.A. 3.3 Major 3.5
Work Experience:
May -August 1989, Computo Tech Inc.
Market Development Assistant
-- Conceptualized promotional plan
-- Wrote product brochures
-- Generated new client contacts
May -August 1988, Vic’s Cafe
Assistant Manager
-- Managed a full-time staff
-- Managed bookeeping
References available upon request
’’’’’’’’’
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If a Macintosh Can Make Your Past Look This Good,
Think What It Could Do For Your Future.
Chances are, you’ve used a Macintosh to put together
your resume. But Macintosh is much more than just a
great word processor. Macintosh also has the power
and flexibility to produce detailed CAD graphics and
graphic design, as well as business spreadsheets and

statistical analyses. So, no matter where you go in
your career, Macintosh has you covered. And now
thanks to the Spartan Bookstore’s lower than ever
prices, there’s never been a better time to get a Sweet
Deal on a Mac.

Come to Macfest ’90
April 24 & 25 in the Art Quad

FREE

Apple Sweet Deal Coupon
Redeem this coupon at Macfest ’90
for a FREE bag of goodies.
FREE

